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Abstract. It is shown that if r = 2, then for all m. n, h 2 3 and all “large enough” R. W sucl~ 
that mR = n W, there is a tactical configuration of rank 2 girth g = 2h, and degrees rn and u 
on sets of CardinalitiesR and W. VJe also show that if r 2 1~ then for ah h and all compatible 
degree setsN = {n(i,j] > 3) and all large enough numbers R(l), R(2), . . ..R(r) sati.fying 
R(i)n(i,fT = R(/) n(it i) there is a tactical configuration of rank r, girth h, and degrees IV on sets 
with cardinalities R(l), R( 2), .,, K(r). 
It is shown that if Y = 2,, then for all UZ, 12, h >_ 3 and all “large enough” 
R, W such that mR = n W, there is a tactical configuration of rank 2, girth 
g = 2h, and degrees m and n on sets of cardinalities R and W. We also 
show ?hat if Y 2 3, then for a.11 h and all compatible degrees N = 
(n(i, i): > 3) and all large enough numbers R( l), R( 2) . . . . R(r) satisfying. 
R(i)n(i, j) = R(j) n Qa’, i) there is a tactical configuration of rank r, girth 
h, and degree N on sets wi,th cardinalities R(l), R(2), . . . . R(r). 
A twtical configuratiw~ of rank Y 2 2, as defined by Moore [ 1 ] , is 
a family T = (A(l), A(2), “., A(r); {n(i, j)}) of r mutually disjoint set!: 
A(i) together with a symmetric, anti-reflexive incidence relation - sat- 
isfying the following: 
(1) for each (i, j) and for each a E A(i), there are exactly rt(i. j) distin& 
memb’ers b E A(j) for which a - b, and 
(2) n{i, i) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . r. 
Examples of tactical csnfigurations are projective geometries, general- 
ized polygons and balanced incomplete block designs. Any tacticar confi- 
guratien T = (A( 1 j, . . . . A(r); {n(i, j)}) may be regarded as a multiregular 
r-partlte graph e T degrees {n(i. j)) if one interprets - as adjacency. We 
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defin: the girth of T to be the girth of this graph, that is, the numlber 
of vertilze _in i’tly shortest cycle in 7’. In this sense, yrojectivc planes 
ave girth 6, generalized quadrangles have girth 8, and all block designs 
h;lve girth 4 or 6, depending on whether 3, > 1 or X = 1. 
A multipartite graph S = (R( 1): R(2),, .“., B(r)) satisfying: “for each 
h E B(i) there are at most n(& i) mt-tlnbers c E Bu) with ts ** c!“, is said 
lo be r-partite of degrees bounded by (n(i, 1%. Let 
then a standard counting argument sholws that the num 
OfS within a distance of h from b E B(i) is at most 
.ber of vertices 
v(i, h) = 1 +m(i) + nz(i)(m(i)- 1) + . . . + m(i)(m(i)- l)h-l. 
This is, of course, a very crude upper bound, but it suffices for the ar- 
.gument. 
Theorem 1. (i) Let h, m, n >_ 3 be given and take R, W 2 l-i- v( 1,2h) + 
v(2,2h) and such that mR = n W. Then there is a tactical cotifiguration 
T= (A, 8; m, n) with degrees m, n, girth g = 2h and having IAl = R, 
IBI = W. 
(ii) Let g. r > 13 and any set 
N = (n(i, j)l if i # j, n(i, j) 2 3 and ~(1, i) = 0, 1 < i, j 5 r) 
begiven. If dt is possible to select R(l), R(2), . . . . R(r) so thlat R(i) 2 1 + 
u(i, g) + maxi, i iv& h)) ard R(j)@, j) =: Ru)n(j, i), then there is a tacti- 
cal configuration T of girth g, rank r, degrees N and having R(i) as the 
cardinality of the i”h set of T. 
Note that not all sets of degrees are compatible; for instance, n(l,2) = 
n(1 7 3) = n(2,l) = n(2,3) = 3, n(3,l) = 4, n(3,2) = 5 has no solution. 
Proof. We use 3 modification of Tutte’s [ 21 elegant argument for re- 
gular graphs. Let S be the family of all r-partite graphs N= (A( 1 ),A(% ...y 
A(r); IV) of girth g and degrees bounded by N, with IA(k)/ := R(i). We can 
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assure 5: to be non-empty by, taking a polygon of length g and consider- 
ing the first, third, . . . vLt;ces as members of A( I), the second, fourth, 
*.. vertices as members of A(2). If this should conflict, i.e.. if g is odd, 
let the last vertex belong tcj A (3 1. Isolated vertices are used to fill in 
the sets .A (i) up to size. For each set A (i) of H and each AC!) # A(i), 
let FH(i, j) be the set o,f all vertices of A(i) which are of low j-degree, 
that is, which have strictly fewer than vz(i, j) distinct neighbors in Au). 
By the choices of R(i) and h!(j), both FH(i, j) and FH(j, !) are empty or 
both are non-empty. When both are non-empty, let qH(i, j) be the max- 
imum distance between elements X, y with x ,E FH(i, j) and y E FfIfj, i). 
Order the pairs (i, j) in some linear manner beginning (1,2). 
Among thie members of S, selec those with the most edges. Among 
these, select those with the largest non-empty FH(1,2). If all the 
FH( 1,2) = $1, take the smallest (i, j) for which FH(i, j, # 0. Among 
those with non-empty FH(i, I), select those H with the largest FH(i, j) 
and among these latter pick a fixed H with largest qH(i. j). The conven- 
tion is that if x and y rire not in the same connected component of H, 
then x and y are arbitrarily distant. In this H, 1~ x E FH(i, j\l and 
y E FH(j, i) with d(x, y) = qH(i, j). If /cl(x, y) 2 g-- 1, then we could add 
the edge (x, y\ to H, obtaining a member of S with more: edges, so we 
know qH(i, j) < p- 1. ;Since there are at most ~(i, g) vertices of H within 
g o,f _y, and at most ~(j, g) vertices within g of y, we have that there must 
be some z E R(j) at least g + 1 away from both x and y. But then z is 
i-complete, that is, z has n(j, i) neighbors in A(j). Each rz(j, i) 2 3, so we 
may select some vertex u E A(i) with u y z, without having the edge 
(u, z) occur in every ‘cycle of’ length g in H. Since 
d(u,x)Ld(z,X)-1 >_g, 
we see that u is j-complste. 
C’onsider the graph G obtained from H by removing (z/,2’) and re- 
placing it with (x, z). The girth of G is still g, and the degrees of most 
vertices have not cllanged. In fact, only the degrees of x and u have 
altered. The degree of u has lowered, which is immaterial, and x was 
of low j-degree in f-I, so G is in S. 
Let P be a shortest path of length fP in G from y to 11, then it may be 
that P ip a subgrap!; of H, so that 
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This cannot happen, so (x, z) must be 
proper subpath Q from y to x so that 
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an edge of P, but then P has a 
qG(k i) S lp > IQ >, d(x, y) = qH(l, j). 
But this is also impossible, so FH(i, j) = FH,‘, i) = Q, for a/i1 pairs (i, j), 
whence H is multiregular of degrees N, and is thus the desired configu- 
ration on the given sets. 
This paper contains part of a dissertation offered to the Faculty of 
the Pennsylvania State University in candidacy for the degree of Doc- 
tor of Philosophy. 
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